The quantum state of motion of a large and rotating polar molecule can lose coherence through the collisions with gas atoms. We show how the associated quantum master equation for the centerof-mass can be expressed in terms of the orientationally averaged differential and total scattering cross sections, for which we provide approximate analytic expressions. The master equation is then utilized to quantify collisional decoherence in a interference experiment with polar molecules.
I. INTRODUCTION
Coherence experiments with molecules and molecular clusters test the quantum superposition principle and allow measurement of molecular vacuum properties with unprecedented accuracy [1] [2] [3] [4] . Performing such experiments with organic molecules or biomolecules [5] [6] [7] [8] , which are predominantly polar, raises the question of how their quantum coherence is affected by collisions with a background gas. It is the aim of the current article to clarify the influence of molecular dipole moments on collisional decoherence due to scattering with gas atoms.
Collisional decoherence is ubiquitous, its relevance reaching well beyond matter-wave experiments [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . While it is still unclear whether the quantum superposition principle is valid at all scales [15] [16] [17] , the effect of decoherence due to scattering with environmental particles provides an experimentally tested quantum description of the appearance of classical dynamics [4, 18, 19] .
In the case of a spherical, polarizable particle, the quantum linear Boltzmann equation gives a Markovian, nonperturbative microscopic description of the particle's motion through a thermal environment [20, 21] . If the molecule is much heavier than the gas particle, this master equation can be expressed in terms of a scattering rate and a decoherence function. These quantities are determined by the total and the differential scattering cross section of a single collision, as calculated using standard scattering theory [22] .
In order to formulate the theory of collisional decoherence for nonspherical particles, one must take the molecule's center of mass as well as its orientational degrees of freedom into account. In general, this implies solving the full inelastic scattering problem to obtain the scattering amplitudes required for the master equation [12, 23, 24] . Yet, if the molecule is sufficiently massive and approximately static during a single collision, the scattering event is effectively elastic [25] . We will see that the decoherence function and the scattering rate then depend on the orientationally averaged cross sections. Here, we can draw on the orientation-dependent cross sections, that were calculated and measured in various molecular collision experiments [25] [26] [27] [28] . We extend these works and derive the resulting decoherence function and scattering rate. It is shown that both quantities can be measured by placing a collision chamber in a matterwave interferometer. Comparison of the scattering rate of two different polar molecules provides a nonspectroscopic means to measure their relative electric dipole moment in the gas phase.
We note that our analytic expressions for the orientation-dependent total and differential cross sections may also become relevant for future experiments where quantum coherence plays no role. This includes buffer gas cooling of large polar molecules [29, 30] and dedicated collision experiments with molecular beams [31] . Moreover, they can be used to assess the influence of background gases in molecular beam deflection measurements [32] [33] [34] .
The paper is structured as follows: In Sec. II we present the master equation for the center-of-mass degrees of freedom of a slowly rotating molecule in a homogeneous gas environment. Section III considers the scattering between a non-spherical particle and a single gas particle in order to obtain approximate expressions for the total as well as the differential scattering cross section, and in Sec. IV we derive the decoherence function and the scattering rate. In Sec. V collisional decoherence in a typical far-field matter-wave setup is studied as an application. We conclude in Sec. VI.
II. MASTER EQUATION FOR THE CENTER-OF-MASS MOTION
We consider a rigid top molecule of mass M which enters with velocity v M a chamber filled with a monoatomic gas at temperature T . The molecular degrees of freedom (DOFs) are its center-of-mass (c.m.) position R and its orientation Ω, specified for instance by the Euler angles in the z-y -z -convention [35, 36] . Since the gas is at thermal equilibrium, the state of the gas ρ g is diagonal in the momentum basis and its diagonal elements are given by the Boltzmann distribution µ(|p|).
For isotropic interaction potentials a Markovian master equation can be derived by means of the so-called monitoring approach [37, 38] . The resulting equation is then characterized by the rate operator Γ as well as by the scattering operator S, which describes the modification of the composite molecule-gas state ρ tot by a single scattering event, ρ tot → ρ tot = Sρ tot S † . In the case of non-spherical molecules, the interaction potential is anisotropic and the orientation state must be taken into account. This leads in general to a multichannel scattering problem [23] where the Schrödinger equation must be solved for arbitrary initial and final rotation states of the molecule [39] . However, when considering the room-temperature collision between a multiatomic molecule and a fast single atom, the rotational period is typically much smaller than the collision time and the molecule can be assumed to be rotationally static during the scattering process (sudden approximation) [25] . The scattering operator as well as the rate operator are then diagonal in the orientational DOFs since the Schrödinger equation depends only parametrically on the orientation [40] .
Here, we are only interested in the c.m. dynamics of the molecule and, thus, trace out the environmental as well as the orientational DOFs. It follows from the monitoring approach [23, 37] that the motional state of a slowly rotating molecule in a gaseous environment is described by a master equation
where H = P 2 /2M is the free Hamiltonian. The two superoperators in (1) can be given as
where T = T(Ω) is the non-trivial part of the scattering operator, S(Ω) = 1 + iT(Ω), and the expectation value of the rate operator Γ = Γ(Ω) gives the scattering rate. Here, the angular brackets · denote the orientational average with respect to the rotation state of the molecule. We note that the orientational coherences Ω | ρ M | Ω do not contribute to the master equation (1) because the rate operator and the scattering operator are diagonal in the orientational DOFs. In most experimentally relevant cases the initial rotation state is thermal, implying that the orientational DOFs are homogeneously distributed. Since the gas distribution µ(|p|) is approximately isotropic, it is natural to assume that the orientational distribution remains homogeneous for all times, i.e. the orientational diagonal elements of the total molecular state ρ M are
with S = S 2 × S 1 being the configuration space of the orientational DOFs.
The fact that the molecular mass M fairly exceeds the mass m of a gas atom allows us to further simplify Eq. (1). In the limit that m/M vanishes, Eq. (2) gives a constant energy shift [21] , which can be ignored,f and the second term (3) describes decoherence in the position representation [21, 38] ,
This expression can be derived following the same steps [21] as for a point particle. The scattering rate γ in (5) can be given as
where p = |p| is the length of the momentum vector and n g is the density of the gas. Equation (5) also involves the decoherence function
where n and n are the incoming and outgoing directions of the scattered gas atom, respectively, and S 2 denotes the surface of the unit sphere. Here, the normalization constant N ensures that η(0) = 1, so that the diagonal elements of ρ are preserved by Eq. (5). The fact that the differential scattering cross section |f (p, n · n )| 2 depends on the angle between incoming and outgoing momentum rather than the individual directions is due to the trace over the orientational DOFs performed to derive Eq. (1). The Fourier transform of the decoherence function η(R) gives the probability distribution of transferred momentum of a single collision [41] . Note that the thermal gas distribution in Eqs. (6) and (7) is shifted by mv M due to the molecule's velocity. Since the most probable momentum p g = √ 2mk B T in a thermal gas distribution µ(p) is usually much higher than the momentum mv M , Eqs. (6) and (7) can be expanded in orders of mv M /p g . This yields γ = 4πn g mˆ∞ 0 dp p
and
with cos θ = n · n . It is demonstrated in Appendix A that the linear order vanishes.
In what follows, we will specify the scattering rate γ and the decoherence function η(R) for the case of a polar or anisotropically polarizable molecule scattering with polarizable spherical particles.
III. CROSS SECTIONS FOR POLAR MOLECULE-ATOM SCATTERING
It is the aim of this section to evaluate the total and the differential scattering cross sections for the collision between a gas atom and a polar molecule. Although we are mainly interested in the dipole-induced dipole interaction, we consider the more general homogeneous potential
which also includes the anisotropic van der Waals interaction [42] . Here, Θ is the angle between the molecule's orientation m(Ω) and the relative c.m. coordinate r, i.e. cos Θ = m · r/r, and r = |r| is the distance between the gas atom and the c.m. of the molecule. The parameter a ≥ 0 quantifies the anisotropy of the interaction potential and C is the interaction strength. For example, the dipole-induced dipole interaction is described by s = 6 and C = α 0 d 2 0 /32π 2 ε 2 0 with a = 3, where α 0 is the atomic polarizability and d 0 is the molecular dipole moment. In this case m is the orientation of the dipole moment.
The total and the differential scattering cross sections for a fixed molecular orientation m can be calculated in the eikonal approximation, also referred to as Schiff's approximation [43] . This approximation provides reliable results for small angle scattering [25] , i.e. for soft collisions, which we will show to be most important for the decoherence function. Choosing the initial relative momentum along the z-axis, p = pe z , the orientation dependent scattering amplitude can be expressed as [43] f (p, n ; m) = −i p 2π
where b is the impact vector in the xy-plane and n ⊥ are the xy-components of the direction of outgoing momentum pn . Here, the scattering phase is calculated by integrating the interaction potential for a fixed molecular orientation m along the straight trajectory of the gas particle. The total scattering cross section can be obtained by evaluating (11) in the forward direction, n = e z , according to the optical theorem. The orientationally averaged total cross section is then given by [25] 
where
is the cross section resulting from the isotropic part of the interaction potential, i.e. for a = 0 in Eq. (10) [44] . The orientational average in Eq. (12) can be well approximated (see Appendix B), and one obtains the compact expression
Thus the anisotropy of the potential (10) enhances the total cross section by a constant factor.
We now turn our attention to the differential scattering cross section. In general, the scattering amplitude (11) cannot be evaluated in closed form. However, for small angle scattering events [28] , for which n n, the scattering amplitude can be evaluated by expanding the plane wave in Eq. (11) up to second order in n ⊥ · b. A straightforward derivation, presented in Appendix B, gives the orientation averaged differential scattering cross section
where, making the same approximations as above, we abbreviated
Thus, the differential cross section as a function of θ decays quadratically in the forward direction. However, its functional dependence for all θ ∈ [0, π] is required for the calculation of the decoherence function (7) . One possibility to overcome this is to approximate the cross section by a Gaussian curve with amplitude A (16) and width θ * (17) [28] 
This is certainly a crude approximation, and even though it was demonstrated [28] that Eq. (18) gives reliable results for soft scattering, θ 1, it does not contain the correct asymptotic behavior |f | 2 ∝ θ −2(s+1)/s for hard scattering θ 1 [44, 45] . However, the important properties of the decoherence function, i.e.,its width and its asymptotic behavior as |R| → ∞, are mainly determined by soft collisions, since hard collisions cause almost complete decoherence and are therefore mainly captured by the scattering rate. Importantly, this scattering rate is determined without the small-angle approximation; see Eq. (12) . We remark that the differential cross section can also show oscillating behavior (glory and rainbow effect) [46] and various resonances [47] , but neglecting these is justified, since they average out when evaluating the decoherence function (7) .
Having discussed the validity of the approximations used, we are now in the position to compute the decoherence function (7) and the scattering rate (6) in the next section.
IV. DECOHERENCE FUNCTION AND SCATTERING RATE
In order to calculate the scattering rate, we insert the total scattering cross section (14) into Eq. (6) and obtain for the leading order contribution in
As expected, the scattering rate is proportional to n g p g σ tot /m, which is the effective current of gas atoms passing through the total scattering cross section. For the case of the dipole-induced dipole interaction, s = 6, the rate is given by
In particular, it is proportional to n g α and thus depends only weakly on the gas temperature T . In comparison to the scattering rate of a spherical molecule [41] , one observes an additional prefactor of 2 2/5
1.3 due to the anisotropic contribution to the interaction potential (10) .
The evaluation of the decoherence function η(R) is slightly more complicated. In accordance with the small angle approximation utilized in the calculation of the differential scattering cross section (18), we replace in Eq. (7) sin θ by θ and extend the integration boundary to infinity. Thus, the leading order contribution in mv M /p g is
where ξ = (p/p g ) 1/(s−1) is a dimensionless integration variable, and we defined the probability distribution ν(ξ) = 2(s − 1)ξ 4s−7 exp −ξ 2(s−1) /Γ[(2s − 3)/(s − 1)] as well as the auxiliary function
The function D(x) is symmetric and monotonically decreasing, with its maximum value D(x = 0) = 1, so that the decoherence function fulfills η(0) = 1. For large arguments it decreases as D(x) ∼ 1/x 2 . We remark that it is related to Dawson's integral
The function ν(ξ) is sharply peaked near its mean
is approximately linear in this region. This allows us to approximate the integral (21) to obtain the decoherence function
The decoherence function describes the decay of the coherences by a single scattering event [41] . Its characteristic width is given by
i.e. it decreases with increasing momentum p g , where decoherence is more pronounced. The decoherence function (7) shows the asymptotic behavior η(R) → 0 for |R| w η , i.e. the coherence of distant spatial superpositions gets fully destroyed.
The Fourier transform η(P) of the decoherence function gives the distribution of momentum kicks [41] . In the present case, it can be evaluated explicitly as
which involves the most probable transferred momentum √ 2 /w η . Note that the singularity of η(P) at P = 0 reflects the fact that the decoherence function (23) is not normalizable. Nevertheless, its Fourier transform (25) is normalized in accordance with η(0) = 1.
For example, in the case of the dipole-induced dipole interaction, the width of the decoherence function w η ≈ 0.6 σ tot (p g ) is typically in the of range nanometers. In the case of helium atoms, α 0 /4πε 0 = 0. 
V. APPLICATION TO FAR-FIELD MATTER-WAVE INTERFEROMETRY
In order to illustrate the results of the previous sections, we consider a far-field matter-wave experiment with massive molecules. The particles are emitted with longitudinal velocity v M = v M e z from a point-like source, propagate freely over the distance L to the diffraction grating with period d, and then propagate again for the distance L to the detection screen [2] , see Fig. 1 . Since the longitudinal kinetic energy exceeds the average interaction strength as well as the transverse kinetic energy, the interaction with the grating can be described in the eikonal approximation and it suffices to consider the transverse state [49] .
We choose our coordinate system such that x denotes the grating axis and z is the flight direction. The y dependence can be neglected in most matter-wave experiments since the extension of the grating in this direction is much larger than the spatial coherence of the particle. In the case of a point source, the interference pattern at the screen can be given as [50] 
up to an irrelevant prefactor. Here ∆x = 2π L/dM v M is the separation of diffraction peaks in the far field, H 2 /d∆x 1, and we defined the grating transformation t(x), which describes the passage through the grating in the eikonal approximation, ρ →tρt
† . In what follows, we consider a far-detuned laser grating of width H, t(x) = exp[iφ 0 cos 2 (πx/d)]Θ(H/2 − |x|), which acts as a pure phase grating with the maximal phase shift φ 0 . In the far field, H 2 d∆x, the interference pattern is given by the modulus squared of the Fourier transform of the grating function t(x). For the sake of a clear presentation, we neglect the influence of photon absorption [51] .
For a typical width of the decoherence function (23), w η 0.5 nm, the most probable transferred momentum √ 2 /w η according Eq. (25) is much larger than the grating momentum 2π /d. For instance, for d = 200 nm, the ratio is d/ √ 2πw η 90. This implies that collisions occurring far away from the detection screen reduce the signal because a fraction of the molecules are effectively kicked out of the finite detection range while the shape and contrast of the interference pattern are almost not affected. Hence, the effect of collisional decoherence on the signal is best investigated if the collisions take place close to the screen.
Therefore, we consider a collision chamber of width c placed at the distance L c in front of the detector, see Fig. 1 . We take this chamber to be filled with a monoatomic gas of density n g and temperature T , and the interaction between the polar molecule and the gas particles to be described by the dipole-induced dipole interaction. The range of the homogeneous potential (10) can be estimated to be
, where m is the mass of the gas particle. For example, for helium atoms, m = 4 amu, at room temperature, p g /m 10 3 m/s, and a molecule with dipole moment d 0 = 5 D, the characteristic time scale of the scattering process is approximately τ c = mR w /p g 0.7 ps. On the other hand, the rotational period of a linear rigid molecule of mass M = 10 3 amu and length 3 nm which has the internal temperature T M = 1000 K, is approximately τ rot 40 ps, and thus τ c /τ rot 50. Hence, the molecule is almost static during the interaction and the sudden approximation is well justified.
It is shown in Appendix C that the interference pattern can be calculated by
where we defined
We note that the relation (27) preserves the normalization of w(x). The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (27) describes the local signal loss, while the second term describes the modification of the shape of the interference pattern due to collisions. If the collision chamber is far away from the detection screen, L c Lw η /d, the first term dominates the interference signal and the intensity is locally reduced but the shape of the fringes remains unchanged.
In Fig. 2 we show the influence of the collision chamber on the far-field interference pattern of a polar molecule diffracted from a pure phase grating as a function of the distance L c between the detection screen and the chamber. The collisions with gas atoms induce a positiondependent underground. The width ∆I of this under- ground can be estimated assuming that the collisions occur exactly in the middle of the collision chamber,
This relation reflects the fact that in order to investigate the effect of decoherence, the distance between the collision chamber and the detector must be of the order L c /L w η /d. The fact that the exponential reduction of the signal visibility is proportional to the scattering rate γ allows measuring the relative interaction strengths C (1) /C (2) by performing the experiment for two different molecules. For example, if the dominant interaction for both molecules is the dipole-induced dipole interaction, the ratio of the scattering rates obtained for the molecules is γ
. This can be used as a measurement of molecular dipole moments in the gas phase.
VI. CONCLUSION
We derived the master equation for the center-of-mass collisional decoherence of a slowly rotating polar molecule in a thermal gas. Based on the orientationally averaged differential and total scattering cross section of a single collision, we calculated the decoherence function and the scattering rate for the case that the orientation is homogeneously distributed. The decoherence function describes the decay of the coherences and provides the most probable transferred momentum. In the case of the dipole-induced dipole interaction, its width is of the same order of magnitude as the square root of the total scattering cross section.
As an application, we considered a far-field matterwave experiment with an additional collision chamber placed between the grating and the detector and filled with a mono-atomic gas. If the chamber is far away from the detection screen, the interference intensity decreases exponentially with the number of scattering events. Comparing the scattering rate of two different molecules may then allow one to measure the relative strength of molecule-gas interaction. In the case that both molecules are polar, one can thus extract their relative dipole moments. On the other hand, if the collision chamber is placed closer to the detection screen, one starts to observe the modification of the shape of the interference fringes due to collisional decoherence.
where cos θ = n · n . The first-order contribution is given by
Simultaneously substituting n → −n and n → −n yields that the real part of I 1 is equal to zero. On the other hand, the imaginary part of I 1 can be expressed as
since I 0 is independent of the direction u. Thus we demonstrated that the linear contribution vanishes and the integral (A1) can be written as
Appendix B: The small angle differential scattering cross section
Here, we derive the small angle differential cross section from Eq. (11) by expanding the plane wave up to second order in n ⊥ · b [27] . For this purpose it is beneficial to use spherical coordinates: The outgoing momentum points into the direction n = n (θ, φ), where θ and φ denote the polar and azimuthal angles and, similarly, m = m(β, α). In addition, ϕ is the angle between b and the x axis.
In what follows, we will employ the following two approximations:
where 0 ≤ c 3 and 0 ≤ µ ≤ 1, and
where |c| < 1 and 0 ≤ µ ≤ 3. The relative error does not exceed 3 % for the parameter range given above. For the discussion to follow, it is important to note that the z integration in Eq. (11) can be carried out explicitly to giveˆ∞ .
Then, the zeroth order contribution f 0 (p, n ; m) can be evaluated with the help of the integrals [53] 
In a similar fashion, the linear contribution vanishes due to the symmetry of the integrand. The leading order correction is thus the quadratic term, which can be evaluated analogously to the above calculation, 
Adding the two contributions and orientationally averaging the squared absolute value finally gives Eq. (15), where the constants A and θ * are given by A = pσ 0 (p) 4π
Here, we defined the two functions 
With the approximations presented above, the two functions (B11) and (B12) can be written as 
which finally gives Eqs. (16) and (17), respectively.
